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	THE TEN MOST POLLUTED PLACES OF 2007


Zurich, Switzerland – September 12, 2007 – The US-based Blacksmith Institute, an independent environmental organization, in cooperation with Green Cross Switzerland presents a list of the ten most polluted places in the world. These ten sites are located in seven countries. More than 12 million people are affected by the pollution.

The top-ten list is included in the Blacksmith Report 2007 on the most polluted places in the world. It describes the communities where environmental pollution has the most severe impacts on human health, particularly the health of children. 

”It is an indisputable fact that children in these places burdened with heavy pollution get sick and die. But solving these problems doesn’t even require enormous scientific efforts,” explains Dr. Stephan Robinson, Director of the International Disarmament Program of Green Cross Switzerland. According to Richard Fuller, founder and chairman of the Blacksmith Institute, the top-ten list 2006 did get some media attention but little has been done in terms of funding plans or programmes. ”We must all respond and get involved,” Fuller and Robinson agree.

Killer communities 2007

The list of the most polluted places in the Blacksmith Report for 2007 contains the top-ten, in alphabetical order by country, as the locations are not ranked within the list. Given the variety in size, population and type of pollution, such a ranking would be neither realistic nor feasible. The newly listed places in China, India and Central Asia are marked with an asterisk. The remaining six were already featured in the first list from 2006. The ten most polluted places of 2007 are:

Sumgayit, Azerbaijan*;

Linfen, China;

Tianying, China*;

Sukinda, India*;

Vapi, India*;

La Oroya, Peru;

Dzerzhinsk, Russia;

Norilsk, Russia;

Chernobyl, Ukraine, and

Kabwe, Zambia.

The Blacksmith Report 2007 will be available for download at www.greencross.ch on 12 September 2007 at 3:00 pm CEST.

New places in the top-ten

Mining, the arms race during the Cold War, and uncontrolled industrial production are the main causes of environmental tragedies. Among the new places in the top-ten list of 2007 Tianying in China, a huge lead production facility, accounts for half of the overall pollution in the entire country. Lead is one of the main threats to the intellectual development in children.

Vapi in India stands as an example for a region overused by industrial development: more than 50 factories contaminate the local soil and groundwater with pesticides, PCB, chrome, mercury, lead and cadmium. The mercury level in the groundwater around Vapi is 96 times above the limits recommended by the World Health Organization (WHO). The Indian town of Sukinda is home to 97 percent of the country’s chrome ore disposal sites. Twelve mines operate without any environmental control systems, discharging hexavalent chromium into the drinking water supply.

Sumgayit in Azerbaijan is a former industrial complex from the Soviet era which contaminates the surrounding area with industrial chemicals and heavy metals. According to the report, Sumgayit’s cancer rate is 22 to 51 percent higher than the national average. Genetic changes in newborns are widespread.

Top-ten criteria 2007

The top-ten list is based on criteria that were compiled by an international group of experts, including scientists from Johns Hopkins University, Hunter College, Harvard University, IIT Delhi, University of Idaho and Mt. Sinai Hospital. This panel also includes leading representatives of large international environmental companies as well as the Blacksmith Institute’s own Technical Advisory Board. Specialists from Green Cross Switzerland have also contributed to this year’s assessment.

According to Dr. Stephan Robinson, Director of the International Disarmament Programme at Green Cross, the methodology for the top-ten of 2007 was refined to attach more importance on the scale and toxicity of the pollution as well as the number of endangered people. The inclusion of Sumgayit and Vapi in the list was the result of changes in the assessment procedure. Tianying and Sukinda are candidates that have been evaluated for the first time this year. 

The Dirty 30

Another new feature in the Report 2007 are the so-called Dirty 30, a larger group of polluted sites around the world that also includes the top-ten. The four places from the 2006 top-ten list that no longer appear in this year’s list are Haina, Dominican Republic; Ranipet, India; Mailuu-Suu, Kyrgyzstan; and Rudnaya Pristan, Russia. However, all four remain on the more comprehensive list.

The majority of sites listed in the Dirty 30 are located in Asia, with China, India and Russia leading the way. Toxic pollution in these places comes from a variety of sources such as vast industrial areas, large mining and smelter facilities as well as from the production of chemical weapons during the Cold War.

Blacksmith Institute and Green Cross Switzerland have been partners since 2006. The two organizations jointly work on a project to eliminate pollution from former mining and smelting operations in Rudnaya Pristan in Russia’s far-east. This place was listed in the 2006 top-ten.

About the Blacksmith Institutes and Green Cross Switzerland

The Blacksmith Institute works around the world to identify dangerously polluted sites and to initiate their clean-up. In the most polluted areas, Blacksmith works with local partners, including environmental authorities, to develop large-scale projects for potential funding by international agencies. Since 1999 Blacksmith Institute has completed 22 projects in 6 countries and is currently engaged in 42 projects in 12 countries.

Green Cross Switzerland is committed to dealing with the damages caused by industrial and military disasters and the contamination from the Cold War period. Central issues are the improvement of the living quality of people affected by chemical, radioactive and other types of contamination as well as the promotion of a sustainable development in the spirit of co-operation instead of confrontation. The environmental organization is internationally recognized for professional action. Headquartered in Geneva, Green Cross International was founded in 1993 by former Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev. The organization consists of a worldwide network of 30 affiliate organizations committed to addressing major issues such as peace, security, poverty reduction and environmental protection.
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